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REAL Peace is always unshakable... 
Bliss is unchanged by gain or loss.



EDITOR’S PEN // 
GIRIJESH VYAS, EDITOR

Surrender is a word that I love to talk about in Yoga class – 

but it’s not a very popular word in the mainstream.  It 

conjures thoughts of losing a battle or becoming powerless.  

It brings up issues of losing control.  It’s a concept that’s 

hard to picture as a practical application in our lives.  Yet if 

we can learn to surrender – to surrender ourselves to 

something greater – the doorway to true peace and 

freedom begins to open for us.

 

Many spiritual teachers have spoken of self-surrender, in 

different ways. They may speak of it as having absolute 

faith, or letting go of attachments, or devoting everything 

to the Divine. It generally boils down to giving up 

something.  Webster’s dictionary defines surrender as “to 

give up possession of or power over”.  But to what?  

Certainly not to “someone” else – we’ve seen enough of that 

with cults and dictatorships.

 

Unfortunately the majority of us who attempt surrender 

find it nearly impossible. This is mainly due to our ingrained 

sense of doer ship, a result of ignorance of the truth. We 

believe that we, the physical selves, are the real “doers” and 

therefore cannot risk losing control to some unknown, 

unseen God despite our so called “faith” in Him.

 

Now when we hear the word surrender, the feeling 

associated with it is largely negative because it means 

giving up or giving in to something or somebody – an act 

most of us resent and would only resort to when we have 

lost. How then can surrender be a tool for spiritual growth? 

It is, because surrender in the spiritual context means 

surrendering the enemy and not surrendering to the 

enemy. And as revealed by Lord Krishna in the Bhagavad 

Gita, our greatest enemy is within us – our very own EGO.

 

Fortunately, most of us already have the right views about 

ego in general– that it is inherently negative and only 

causes problems. Unfortunately, most of us also fail to 

realize that despite this knowledge, we allow it drive our 

entire lives!

 

Pundit Ji in next article explains the tool towards 

surrendering…!

 

Namskar

Girijesh Vyas
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समािधिसि�री�र�िणधानात्॥४५॥

Sutra 2.45: Samadhi Siddhi Ishvarapranidhanat

Realization is experienced by making the Lord the motive of all actions.

surrender
Whether it’s surrendering to a moment of difficulty or a 

moment of joy, surrendering the results of our actions, or 

simply learning to trust in the universe a little more; each 

time we do choose to surrender, we move closer to freedom.

Surrendering is much more than opening up on the mat and 

letting go of physical tension. There are opportunities for us 

to surrender in each minute of the day. From moment to 

moment, we are constantly processing the world around us. 

Everywhere we look there are thousands of stimuli; 

situations that make us happy or sad, drama we could 

become wrapped up in, parts of our lives that leave us feeling 

stressed, overwhelmed, frustrated, or otherwise distracted. 

In each of these moments we have a choice to react or to 

surrender.

 

Often it feels instinctual to react by making instant 

judgments in the mind, snapping to a conclusion that then 

leads to a mode of action. This is natural, and makes us feel 

functional and productive. But perhaps the challenge is the 

opposite… to open up to the obstacle rather than force a 

solution, suppress it, or suffer through it.

 

The deeper connection we begin to feel in ourselves and in 

the world around us, the more mundane and trivial our 

everyday dramas begin to become. It is paramount to notice 

that we do not have control over most of the situations that 

influence our lives. This exercise turns everyday trials, like 

standing in line at the supermarket, or squabbling over a 

parking ticket, into opportunities for spiritual growth. It also 

has the potential to help with more intense emotional 

struggles like grief or depression.

 My Guru, Dr. Jaydeva Yogendra , often says, “You are not far 

from the state of pure Truth, pure Consciousness, and pure 

Bliss that you are seeking. Even when you are in your 

COVER ARTICLE // 
PUNDIT RADHESHYAM MISHRA

FOUNDER YOGALIFE INTERNATIONAL, 
YOGALIFE USA & YOGALIFE BRAZIL 

A brilliant life transformational tool: 

YOGANANT FEB 2016 // 04
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darkest hour, it is very close to you.” This expression has 

helped me through much turmoil, for it reminds me that the 

potential for all the joy of the world is always available to 

everyone in it. Beyond our deepest fears, worries, struggles 

and strife exists something bigger than all of us. Our 

challenge is to work to open up to that vastness, especially 

when our lives seem truly grim. Once we have learned how to 

do this, only then can we truly experience surrender and only 

the path towards Yoga helps us achieve this, it is in this new 

challenge that we can start to tangibly see our own personal 

growth happening.

 

The word "Yoga" can be used in two ways: as a noun, or as a 

verb. In the first instance, Yoga refers to our natural state of 

being in which we no longer identify ourselves with the body 

and mind, but know ourselves to be the infinite, communal 

life force that is present within all beings, and all aspects of 

the universe.  It  is  synonymous with the state of 

Enlightenment, Samadhi, or God Realization. In its second 

use as a verb, the word Yoga refers to those practices that 

will help us to reach this enlightened state of being.

 

Through the goodness and grace of his heart, Maharshi 

Patanjali, the wise sage and Yoga master, compiled for us the 

Yoga Sutras in which he expounds on not only the state of 

Yoga, but the powerful Yoga practices that we can use to 

reach that state within this lifetime!

 

In Yoga Sutra 1.23, Patanjali gives us a sure-fire way to reach 

the state of Yoga. It is a practice called ishvara pranidhana. 

Ishvara is a Sanskrit word that can be translated to mean 

supreme, or personal, God. Pranidhana means to dedicate, 

devote, or surrender. The practice of Ishvara Pranidhana 

therefore means that if we are able to completely surrender 

our individual ego identities to God (our own higher self) we 

will attain the identity of God.

 

If we can dedicate our lives to serving the God that dwells 

within all other beings, human and non-human alike, we will 

move beyond all feelings of separateness. If we can say 

without reservation, "I give You myself: my body, my mind 

and my heart, to do with as You best see fit," then we will be 

freed from the stress, anxiety, self-doubt and negative 

karma that arises from our reliance upon our egos to 

determine which actions we take in our lives.

 

Ishvara pranidhana will help to cure the afflictions of the mind 

that cause pain and suffering, as it is designed to redirect our 

energy away from our selfish desires and personal dramas, 

and towards the ultimate pursuit of Oneness. So important 

and powerful is this practice, that Patanjali gives instructions 

for it on four separate occasions in the Yoga Sutras. And it is 

the simplest and most direct method to attain Yoga.

 

In our modern, western culture, where feelings of 

separateness and disconnection prevail, often times we 

pride ourselves on being strong and domineering over 

others. We are used to our egos calling the shots, and giving 

us the belief that we are somehow in control of the universe. 

Because of this, the idea of surrendering is taken to mean 

something negative, as it implies a sort of weakness, or 

defeat.

 

An army, for example, might surrender to opposing forces, 

rendering the opposition the victor. In Yoga, however, it is 

quite the opposite. Victory is attained as we willingly 

surrender our limited idea of who we are (i.e. our name, our 

jobs, our problems etc.) and create the space needed to feel 

our true nature of Self, which is one of limitless and 

boundless joy. It is like trading in a grain of sand and receiving 

the whole universe in return. And though it requires great 

self discipline, trust, and faith to practice ishvara pranidhana, 

ultimately it will take far more effort to cling to the smallness 

of the ego then it will to surrender the higher self.

 

Within a Yoga class, there are many ways to practice ishvara 

pranidhana, and cultivate our ability and willingness to 

surrender. By continuously offering up our efforts and 

rewards to something more than just personal gain, we are 

able to keep ishvara (our own personal form of God) in the 

forefront of our minds. By putting aside our judgments and 

criticisms, and following the instructions given to us in class, 

we learn to more easily take cue from something other than 

the ego. With each forward bending posture, we bow down 

to God in some form that has meaning to us, and with each 

back-bending posture, we offer up our hearts, so that we 

may carry out the will of the universe with every thought, 

word and action we take.

 

From this day forward, let us not waste away the moments of 

our lives consumed with smallness, jealousy, lust, greed and 

false notions of superiority. Contemplate daily the Supreme 

attributes of ishvara as you meditate and offer yourself 

completely as a vehicle for Divine Will. Peace comes when 

we relinquish the idea that we are the "doer" and allow the 

infinite to guide us on our way.

Let go, and Let God!



Yogi Bharat Bhushan (born on April 30, 1952) is a Bharat 

Yoga (Indian Yoga) Guru. Born at Saharanpur, Uttar Pradesh 

(U.P.), Bharat Bhushan is the first recipient of the coveted 

"Padma Shri Award" given by President of India Dr. R Venkat 

Raman in 1991 for his contribution to Yoga.

 

Guruji believes that Yoga is the best solution to individual, 

social and international problems as it deals with the mind.

 

Revered Guruji from India, the motherland of Yoga Science 

has brought about the humanitarian aspect of great Indian 

science of Yoga from Sydney to New York and from Moscow 

to Cape Town covering over 70 countries of the world.

 

H e  f o u n d e d  ' M O K S H AYATA N  I N T E R N AT I O N A L 

YOGASHRAM' in Saharanpur in the year 1973 at a young age 

of 21 years. Many national and International celebrities 

including H.E. President of India and Speaker of Parliament 

have been visiting his Mokshayatan International 

Yogashram to share its activities of Yoga and human 

harmony.His Excellency Vishnu Kant Shastri the Governor 

of UP quoted him as true cultural ambassador of India and he 

is the first ever yogi to initiate International Yoga Festival 

and transmit Yoga to international audience for over 24 

years as yog guru on behalf of Government of India and Uttar 

Pradesh since 1990.

 

Many international channels including different Indian & 

International news channels have made documentaries on 

the life and his global contributions in promoting the cause of 

Yoga. With his Yoga programs on air since 1978 he has the 

largest score of telecast on Indian and foreign television 

channels.

His Yoga programs are on regular telecast.

 

In chain of recognitions as Yog Chakrvorty, Yog Martand, 

Modern Vivekananda, Yog Tarni, Arjuna Shri & Pratap Shri 

Of India. Also International Award "Global Gem of Yoga" was 

conferred on him by Pulian International Club at China in 

2011, "Life Time Achievement Award-2013" was conferred 

on him by All India Institute of Medical Sciences New Delhi.

 

He has the credit of introducing diploma, Degree and PG 

courses in Yoga in Indian Universities as member of the 

curriculum committee. With a very large following of Yoga 

lovers he commands equal trust & love in the hearts of 

people from different faiths.

 

Yogic techniques of Yogi Bharat Bhushan Ji have been 

accepted and disseminated at various institutes of 

administration. Today Guruji serves numerous universities, 

government ministries, politicians and national and 

international celebrities as a leading authority on Yoga, yet 

serves all in spreading this vast science of self.

 

Popularly known as Grahasth Sanyasi Yogi Bharat Bhushan 

Ji did perfect justice with his family responsibilities. He is the 

father of international celebrity kathak dancer and young 

Yoga exponent Acharyaa Pratishtha and Nishtha the author 

of many books on applied Yoga and diet discipline.

 

With heavy bucket of experience today Yoga Guru Ji Bharat 

Bhushan has become a legend with eye capturing glow, ever 

showering love in eyes, melody in voice & in discriminatory 

blessings from heart to Yoga seekers.

 

His never tiring journey knows no bounds. He feels pride in 

serving classes and the masses with nectar of Yoga and in 

being the smallest servant of this vastest science of self.

 

We at Ujjain Yoga Life Society pay our deep regards and 

respects to Gurudev for his  divine guidance and 

commendable work towards betterment of Mankind.

Yogi Bharat Bhushan
YOGI OF THE MONTH // 
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DR. POOJA VYAS
DIRECTOR (A) ICPR, DELHI 
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The Bhagvad Gita according to me is certainly the most 

popular scripture of India. Forages it has been a beacon light 

a torch bearer of wisdom and served as a wisdom discipline 

Right from the days of its inception, this work has inspired 

the Seers and Prophets, scholars and commentators of 

repute Shankarachrya, Ramanujachrya, Madhvacharya, 

Vallabhachrya, Chaitnya Mahaprabhu, Tilak, Gandhi, Sri 

Aurobindo, Radhkrishnan, and Osho- all have, in one voice, 

accepted its importance and written commentaries on this 

wonderful treatise.

 

Thus, the Gita takes us to that stage which can be termed as 

the Ultra Ethics. And, this concept has been explained by 

L o r d  K r i s h n a  t h r o u g h  t h e  p r i n c i p l e s  o f  t h e 

‘Sthitprajanaya’and ‘Trigunatit’.

 

I propose to undertake a critical study of the ideal of the 

Sthitprajanay, Which explains the entire theory of the Ultra 

–ethics of the Gita.

 

Exposition: The Bhagvad Gita contains eighteen chapters, 

each of which propounds the theories of knowledge, action 

and devotion. The first step is that of attaining of the Divine 

God, Lord Krishna of this entirety, this has been designated 

as the ‘Jńana- Yoga’. The second step comprises the theory of 

the Divine Person acts as the fullest manifestation of the 

Supreme reality. He has got two aspects-perishable and the 

imperishable.

 

The Purushottam transcends the above two opposing 

principles reconciles them and leads the entire mankind to 

perfection. The third step consists in knowing the quaint 

essence of devotion to the Supreme God Sri Krishna, total 

self surrender to the Divine Lord expecting nothing and 

giving everything to Him, who is not only the transcendent 

omnipotent and omnipresent reality, but also the Divine 

Lover, who comes to the human level and plays with the (leela 

sathi).

 

This takes us to the philosophy of sthitprajana and Trigunatit, 

who remains in this world, simply because his Love for the 

lord, entire being is dedicated to the Supreme Divine and his 

reason is always in harmony with his own self. He is the most 

balanced person. Like

 

Lord Krishna, he never loses his tempore always remains 

detached and works for the welfare of the entire mankind 

(Lok samgrah).

 

The integral being of the Lord Krishna in his ideal. He desires 

to attain perfection in every walk of life. It has to be noted 

here that the Gita is Ultra ethical in the sense that it.

सव�धमा��प�र�य�य मामेकं शरणं �ज |

अह ं�वां सव�पापे�यो मो�िय�यािम मा शुच: 

-भगवद ् गीता 18:66

Abandon all varieties of dharmas and 

simply surrender unto me alone. 

I shall liberate you from all sinful reactions; 

do not fear. 

Ultra Ethics 
Of The Gita - 
A Critical Study



“Hasta" means hand "Pada" means foot, so the exact English 

translation is the hand foot pose. This asana widely called as 

the forward bending posture.

 

METHOD:  

1. Stand erect, feet together, raise your hands over your 

 head, bend backward while inhaling.

2. While exhaling, bend forward the body above waist.

3. Try to catch hold ankles with hands, keeping the head 

 downward. 

4. Gradually draw the head nearer the knees.

5. Maintain the pose for four seconds in suspension and 

 return to original position, inhaling.

 

BENEFITS:

• Hastapadasana removes fatigue, brings vitality, helpful to 

 improve concentration. 

• Intra-abdominal pressure;

• Extreme stretching of the posterior muscles;

• Good effect on the abdomen, waistline and the hips and helps 

 in reducing unhealthy fat.

• Exercises the hips stretching of the muscles of the legs and    

 arms.

• Often during a busy workday, the blood supply to the brain 

 can become little sluggish

• Hastapadasana helps to stimulate this blood circulation.

CAUTION:

• Yoga postural exercises either static or dynamic, which 

 i nvo l ve  i n t ra - a b d o m i n a l  c o m p re s s i o n ,  s h o u l d  b e 

 discontinued for the first three days of menstruation and also 

 during advanced pregnancy.

• People suffering from slipped disc, heart problem, high blood 

 pressure, abdominal hernia should not do this posture.

YOGANANT FEB 2016 // 08

POSE OF THE MONTH // 
HASTHPAADASANA

BREATH         

EXH  SUS  INH 

 3  6  3  

FREQUENCY:  Five times
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UYLS Celebrated 2nd IYD at Ujjain with 100s’ of 

participants under the Guidance of Pundit Radheshyam 

Mishra in coordination with School of Studies in 

continuing education, Ujjain.

25th International Yoga Teachers Training Course 

completed with 12 Students during Yoga Kumbha 2016, 

Ujjain.

26th International Yoga Teachers Training Course 

completed with 24 Students at Ujjain Centre.

UYLS Goa branch initiated, Operational 

from October 2016 - www.yogalifegoa.com



UJJAIN YOGA LIFE SOCIETY NEWS  // 
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27th International Yoga Teachers Training Course, July 30 

– August 13 at Yoga Amrutam, Indore.



UJJAIN YOGA LIFE SOCIETY NEWS  // 
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UYLS affiliated Centre Yoga Amrutam was specially 

telecasted with a documentary on Yoga on International 

Yoga Day by India’s leading Channel Doordarshan. 

Recently they are doing a series of Yoga episodes with 

same.

UYLS affiliated Centre Yoga Amrutam was specially 

telecasted with a documentary on Yoga on International 

Yoga Day by India’s leading Channel Doordarshan. 

Recently they are doing a series of Yoga episodes with 

same.



GLIMPSES // March - July 2016 

Pundit JI conducted a special workshop Potential unlimited 

for Yoga Masters at Adhaytma Yoga, Bangalore. 

With organizer of workshop Subramaniam Swamy Pundit ji addressing the class at Bangalore

Pundit ji in Bangalore with Teachers



GLIMPSES //  
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Sunday Special Meditation Workshops & Expert 

Talk for Students.



GLIMPSES // March - July 2016 

International Yoga Day at Yoga Amrutam in 

association with MY FM

Special Lecture on Yoga on IYD by Dr. Anita Choudhary, Dr. 

Babita Singh & Simmi Saxena at Polytechnic College Ujjain.

UYLS’s flagship corporate program “ENVISION” 

successfully completed in Yoga Kumbha 2016 with 24 

participants of SBIMF-M.P. & U.P.

Team UYLS on IYD at Polytechnic College 

Ujjain.

Performing Yoga on International Yoga Day
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Glimpses of  the magnanimous Yoga Kumbha 2016 organised successfully by UYLS and 

its team with the participation of 60000 plus people from all across the world, during 

the holy month of Simhastha at Ujjain on banks of river Kshipra.

GLIMPSES // YOGA KUMBHA SIMHASTHA 2016  
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Pundit Ji With Swami Awdeshnanda Ji Maharaj

The Yoga Institute
SANTACRUZ (EAST) MUMBAI

TM

FOUNDED 1918
BY SHRI YOGENDRA

YOGA KUMBHA 2016  - PARTNERS

22nd April to 21st May, 2016



TESTIMONIALS// 

Comparing, competing, complaints, judgments, fear, guilt, I 

started my Yoga journey with all these things and after 

entering the Yoga it turned into let go of all of the above. 

When I finished my first IYTTC, my belief of being a different 

person in yog became stronger day by day. It changed the 

around me, they all became my well wishers and just because 

my perception towards them just become positive. Yog is 

that ocean in which if we go deep, we definitely become a 

Pearl.

KRITI CHOUKSEY
RJ & YOGA TEACHER, INDORE-INDIA

The Yoga Life Society is my Yogashala & family and I am 

proud to be an alumni of the respected Centre. After a 

vehicle accident I almost lost hope of coming back to life but 

the miracle happened by meeting Pundit ji ( Pt. Radheshyam 

Mishra ji). His encouragement, guidance motivated me to 

gain my confidence, Yoga gave me my life back! It was new 

birth for me! As soon as I finished my IYTTC job offers were 

poured into me! I flied to Vietnam and got an awesome job 

where am peacefully settled today with blessings of Pundit ji 

and Ujjain Yoga Life Society. Today I teach Yoga to 100s of 

people in Vietnam everyday, making their life as blissful and 

worth living as mine. 

IBRAHIM SHARIFF
YOGA TRAINER, VIETNAM

I joined IYTTC from October 7th to October 22nd, 2012 with 

Pundit Radheshyam Mishra in Ujjain-India. After taking this 

course my perception of looking at day to day life was totally 

changed. I came to an understanding what is yogic life and 

how it sets me apart from the life I have been living. I didn't 

only learn Yoga from the physical well being, but it touched 

me from all three aspects of body, mind and spirit. Pundit ji 

taught me that Yoga is not only an action but it's an art of 

living. With the knowledge I gained during my IYTTC, now I 

incorporated in my daily life and I teach the same to my 

students. I am happy that I can take the same message to my 

community here in the US and they can understand Yoga in 

its classical sense "Yoga is way of living and not a single act". 

AVNEET BAID
IT PROFESSIONAL-MEDSTAR HEALTH 
& YOGA TRAINER, USA 
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DIRECTIONS
Take the soya in enough water and pressure cook for 1 

whistle. Drain the water and keep the soya chunks aside. You 

may have to check if it's cooked or not. Else cook again.

 

For the Rice. 

Clean and soak rice for 15 mins in water. Wash and prep the 

vegetables and keep it aside.

 

Heat the oil in a non-stick pan. Add all the whole spices. Sauté 

well, then add the onions, Green Chilies. Sauté till the onions 

become brown in color.

 

Then add ginger garlic paste. Fry for 1 min, then add the mint 

leaves, coriander leaves. After that add chopped tomatoes, 

salt, chili powder, sauté well till mushy.

 

Next goes the Vegetables, salt and chili powder. Fry for 

5mins with lid covered.

 

Now add the drained soya chunks, sauté well and simmer for 

5mins. Let the soya get mixed well with the masalas.

 

Once the soya looks done, add the water, bring to boil. When 

the water starts rolling, add drained rice and cover. Simmer 

till the cook is cooked well.

 

It takes about 10 - 15mins for the rice and the vegetables to 

get cooked well. When it's almost done, add the ghee and 

cover again.

 

Keep it in the vessel for 5 to 10mins, so that it gets settled 

down. Serve with Onion raita.

Happy Eating! 

THE RECIPE BOX// 
SOYA VEGETABLE 
PULAV

INGREDIENTS
For the Soya Chunks
 Soya - 1 cup

Water - 4 cups

Salt a pinch

 

For the Rice:
 Short grain Rice / Brown Rice - 1 cup

Onions, chopped as julienne - 1/2 cup

Tomatoes - 1 medium

Ginger Garlic paste - 1/2 tsp

Chili powder - 3/4 tsp

Green Chilies - 4 nos

Mixed Vegetables, chopped - 1 cup (Carrot, Beans, 

Peas, Potatoes etc)

Water - 1 & 3/4 cups

Salt to taste

Oil - 2 tsp

Ghee - 2 tsp

Mint Leaves - handful

Coriander leaves - handful

Coriander Leaves - for garnishing

Garam Masala - 1 pinch

Whole Spices
 Bay Leaf - 1

Cinnamon - 1 inch

Cloves - 2

Cardamom - 1

Javatri -

Anise Star - 1
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GENERAL ANNOUNCEMENTS // 

UPCOMING EVENTS  // 

Relax and unwind 
By popular demand “Meditation session” 

is now a weekly class - 

EVERY SUNDAY 7:00-8:00AM

Special Yoga Therapy Classes 

EVERY SUNDAY- 8:00-9:00AM 

Ujjain Centre
MONDAY-SATURDAY

MORNING -  5:30 - 9:30AM  

EVENING 5:00 - 7:00pm (One hour each).

With 36 Yoga hour classes & 42 total classes 

per week we aim to have a great time and 

classes that suit your schedule.

Regular classes

28th Residential International Teachers Training 

Course, Palolem Beach, South Goa, India
 

Yoga Courses at one of the most beautiful beach in the world -

Colomb, Palolem, Goa. Colomb- Palolem Beach is largely unspoiled 

and is inhabited by both local fishermen and by foreign tourists who 

live in shacks along the shore or in the main village itself. It is about 

one mile (approximately 1.61 km) long and is crescent-shaped; one 

can view the entire beach from either end. Both ends of the beach 

consist of rocks jutting out into the sea. The depth of the sea 

increases gradually, being shallowest at the northern end of the 

beach, making it safe for average swimmers, and the currents are 

not fast.

 

For more details visit www.yogalifegoa.com



UPCOMING EVENT // 

UYLS’s 
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Yoga Retreat

GOA
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UPCOMING EVENT // 

UYLS’s International 
Teachers Training 
Courses, Retreats & 
Corporate workshops



The Ujjain Yoga Life Society has been established as a non-

profit organization, enabling us to expand our capacity in 

sharing the yogic lifestyle for the wellbeing of individuals 

and families of all walks of life.

 

Our vision includes promoting health, personal growth & 

wellness. We are committed to providing experiential 

learning opportunities & accessible Yoga education for all. 

We are actively working towards preservation of the natural 

environment & sustainable development of the retreat 

infrastructure.

 

Our mission is to inspire the development of 

the whole being by providing a supportive 

environment for Yoga education and a high 

quality yogic experience.

Our integral approach provides inspiration to enrich your 

life as well as valuable skills to bring into your day-to-day 

activities. It is draws from the traditional branches of Yoga 

such as Classical Yoga, Patanjali Yoga Sutras, Hatha Yoga, 

Karma Yoga, Bhakti & Mantra Yoga, Jnana Yoga and Raja 

Yoga and Yoga Nidra The benefits can be experienced on a 

mental, emotional, psychological and spiritual level. All 

interested candidates are invited to participate in the 

variety of activities.

UYLS Yoga Retreat is a supportive, inspiring and dynamic 

environment that welcomes everyone regardless of age, 

background and level of Yoga experience. We live, share and 

teach the yogic principles. In the quest to create an 

outstanding yogic atmosphere for our students we have 

recently launched our new opening “UYLS Goa” - in India’s 

one of the best and most serene, pristine beaches, The 

Palolem Beach – Queen of Beaches, South Goa, India. 

Everything is getting so fast paced around us, that’s time we 

definitely need a break. Palolem is a perfect place to lay down 

all your burdens and have a good time. Palolem is largely 

unspoiled and is inhibited by both local fishermen and by 

foreign tourists. Palolem beach stretches between two 

magnificent headlands and the beach is lined with towering 

coconut palms. 

At UYLS we live, share and teach the yogic lifestyle, for us 

Yoga is more than physical exercise; it is a way of being, a way 

of living, an attitude with life and towards life, a yogic 

lifestyle. Yoga provides the tools to live a balanced, grounded 

and more centered life. These potentials dwell within you. 

Discover a stronger foundation of your self, renewed energy 

and a broader perspective of possibilities for your life.

 

Find out about the different levels of immersion and training 

for individuals and groups on your retreat options and about 

our daily schedule at www.yogalifegoa.com
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I N T E R N A T I O N A L

YOGA BHAWAN, CALIFORNIA

Centre Director: Yuvaraj Venkatesan

Yoga Instructors: Nirmala Iyer & Yuvaraj Venkatesan 

Address: Shirdi Sai Darbar Mandir (SSD Temple), 255 San Geronimo 

Way, Sunnyvale

Phone: +1 625.325.3323, 

Email: yuvraj@yogalife.co.in or iyernirmala@gmail.com

YOGA BHAWAN, NEW JERSEY

Centre Director: Deepthy Nair

North Brunswick, NJ, USA 08902

Email: deepthy@gmail.com

Phone: +1 (267) 421-1437 

Website: www.yogalifeusa.org

YOGA BHAWAN, MARYLAND

Centre Director: Ms Avneet Baid

308, Currier Drive, Rockville MD, 20850

Email: yogalifeusa@gmail.com

Website: www.yogalifeusa.org

YOGA CENTER SATYADHARA UNIT PORTO ALEGRE

Center Director: Loiva Santos

Venâncio Aires Avenue, 1056/202

90040-192 Porto Alegre RS Brazil

Phone: 55 51 9179.3386

E-mail: satyadharapoa@gmail.com

CYS, STREET CHARLES GIESEN, CAXIAS DO SUL-RS, BRAZIL

Director Satyadhara – Ranise Silviera

Centro de Yoga Satyadhara

Rua Carlos Giesen, 1297 – Sala 501

Bairro Exposição – Caxias do Sul – RS – Brasil CEP: : 95084-220

Phone : +554 81199368

Email- ranise@terra.com.br

Website:www.satyadhara.com.br

CYS, VINHEDOS, CAXIAS DO SUL – RS, BRAZIL

Yoga Center Satyadhara Unit Vineyards

Centre Director – Cleusa Batista 

Fábio Antonio Cavagnoli Street, 

329 Park neighborhood of Vineyards 

95032-747 – Caxias do Sul – RS

Contact- +555499059535

Email: satyadharavinhedos@gmail.com

SHANTI YOGA, 

RIO GRANDE DO SUL, BRAZIL

Director- Camila M. Roos

Rua Vicente do Prado Lima 142 sala 01

Camobi, Rio Grande Do Sul, Brazil

Phone: +55 55 9671-3161

Email: camila.roos@hotmail.com

CYS, FARM SOUZA, 

CAXIAS DO SUL- RS, BRAZIL

Centre Director – Grasiela Isotton 

Estrada Municipal Jacob Basso, 

4435- Fazenda Souza- 

Caxias do Sul – RS

Contact- +555481113436

Email: satyadharafsouza@gmail.com

//UYLS BRANCHES 
& AFFILIATED CENTERS

I N D I A

YOGA BHAVAN, UJJAIN

Centre Director: Girijesh Vyas

Opp. Kalidas Academy, Kothi road, Ujjain

Class Timings- 5:30-9:30am & 5:30-7:30pm Weekdays.

Phone: +91 734-2525113, 9406624555

Email: info@yogalife.co.in

Website: www.yogalife.co.in

CYS YOGA AMRUTAM, INDORE

Centre Director: Dipti Gami

C-173, Vasant Vihar, 

Behind Bombay Hospital, Indore, M.P.

Phone: +91 9826099886

Email:info@yogaamrutam.com

Website: www.yogaamrutam.com

RENU'S YOGA STUDIO, INDORE

Centre Director: Renu Jhalani

E-87, Saket Nagar, Near Devki Apartment

Phone: +91 9300043244

Email: info@renuyogastudio.com

Website: www.renuyogastudio.com

YOGA AMRUTAM, INDORE

Centre Director: Seema Badonia

LIG Square, Indore

Email: seema.badonia.ab@gmail.com

Contact: +91 9425086610

YOGSTHALI, JAIPUR

Centre Director - Hemlata Sharma

No. C3/259, Gandhi Path, Chitrakoot Yojana, 

Jaipur Rajasthan India. 302021

Contact : +91 9799050224 / 9782868567

Email: yogasthali@gmail.com

Websire: www.yogsthali.com

HD YOGA KENDRA, Kandivali, MUMBAI

Centre Director – Seema Sharma

Center 1 : N.G. Suncity Phase 1 Thakur village, 

Kandivali (East) Mumbai 400101.    

Center 2 : Bhoomi Valley, Near B.M.C. Garden Thakur village, 

Kandivali (East) Mumbai 400101.(M.H.)    

Contact – 02228847272, 09702079991

Email: lady.vrinda@gmail.com

Vidhi Yoga Studio  (Opening Soon)

Centre Director - Vidhi Ghanani 

39, Radhika Palace, Mahalaxmi Nagar Main Road, 

Behind ICICI Bank , Indore 

Contact - 94259 11485  

Email - vidhiyogalife@gmail.com

Website - www.vyasindore.com

Maa - Sharanam Yoga Studio (Opening Soon)

Centre Director - Shashi Bohra

Palasia -Indore


